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Abstract— Locomotion on rough terrain is a critical and basic
capability for quadruped robots. In this paper, we present a gait
planning approach of crossing planar obstacles for a quadruped
robot. The system is composed by rhythmic motion generation
and gait planning algorithm. Rhythmic motion generation is
mainly composed of two parts: the Central Pattern Generator
(CPG) model based on the Holf oscillator to output the standard
oscillation signals and the motion amplitude adjustment for
controllable oscillation amplitudes of the negative part and
positive part. The gait planning algorithm outputs a sequence
set of footholds that guarantees the stability and validity of
locomotion. The experimental results on a real quadruped
robot prove the feasibility and effectiveness of our system in
unstructured terrain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quadruped robots with excellent maneuverability have
potential to traverse nearly any terrain. Rational foothold
selection in rough terrain is a critical and basic capability
to quadruped robots, especially robots for special uses. A
large amount of approaches about autonomous locomotion
have been developed and applied to actual quadruped robots.
Kolter et al. proposed a hierarchical control architecture that
builds the terrain model using stereo version and applied their
approach to the LittleDog robot to walk over challenging
terrain [1], [2]. Victor conducted a novel reactive controller
framework that the quadruped robot HyQ is able to achieve
autonomous locomotion in absence of a terrain map [3]. The
performance of quadruped robots Bigdog and LS3, develope-
d by Boston Dynamics, are excellent and impressive that they
are capable to walk and climb in nature environments [4],
[5]. However, few technical details about the locomotion of
Bigdog and LS3 have been published.

The motion generation approach of legged robots can be
mainly classified in two types, model-based approach and
CPG (central pattern generator). Quadruped locomotion with
model-based approach has been applied in many researches
of locomotion on rough terrain, because the approach is
able to achieve accurate planned footholds and trajectories
[6], [7], [8]. The disadvantage of the approach is that the
locomotion requires massive computation due to complex
trajectory planning and inverse kinematics calculation in
real time. By contrast, CPG, inspired by animal rhythmic
locomotion, generates joint trajectories directly and fast
[9], [10]. CPG has been applied in flat terrain and some
environments that the irregularities size is small [11], [12].
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Nevertheless, locomotion controlled by CPG on rough terrain
is still a great challenge because of failing to achieve accurate
planned footholds.

The control system is executed on the quadruped robot
FROG (Four-legged Robot for Optimal Gaits), shown in Fig.
1. It is about 1.15m long, 0.7m wide and 0.95m tall, with
a total weight of around 55kg. The robot is attached with
a stereo vision camera mounted on the pan/tilt platform.
Each leg contains one hip pitch joint and one knee pitch
joint, both of which are powered by DC motors. Past work
addressed adaptive quadruped locomotion in cluttered and
rugged environments, as in [13], [14]. Additionally, the
locomotion in unknown environments is partly achieved, as
in [15].

Fig. 1. The quadruped robot FROG attached with a stereo vision camera,
developed at our lab.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a control system
for gait planning of crossing planar obstacles. The control
system comprises two parts: locomotion generation to output
joint control signals and gait planning algorithm for fulfilling
effective and stability locomotion in unknown environments.
The rhythmic motion generation contains three sub-modules.
First, the Hopf oscillator based CPG generates normalized
output signals to generate rhythmic motion. To accurate-
ly achieve controllable foot step length given by the gait
planning part, motion amplitude adjustment is built to adjust
the oscillation amplitudes of the positive and negative part.
After that, inverse dynamics and PD controller are used to
move the robot’s joints to implement given joint trajectories.
Gait planning is developed to calculate a sequence set of
footholds. The multiple gait patterns are adopted to increase
the locomotion speed and minimum the energy assumption.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
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introduces the accurate rhythmic motion generation based
on CPG. Section III presents the gait planning algorithm to
plan a sequence set of rational footholds. In Section IV, we
evaluate the performance of system by applying our approach
on the quadruped robot FROG in indoor environments.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper and describes the
future work.

II. RHYTHMIC MOTION GENERATION

Rhythmic motion generation is to control joints for achiev-
ing desired footholds setting by locomotion planner. Loco-
motion generation is composed of three sub-modules: the
CPG model that generates normalized output signals to
generate rhythmic motion, which gait patterns is capable
to select; the motion amplitude adjustment that modulate
the oscillation amplitudes of the negative and positive parts
according the outputs of locomotion planning; inverse dy-
namics and PD controller to convert joint trajectories to
relevant torques.

A. CPG model

Rhythmic motion is generated by CPG, which generated
joint trajectories highly coupled. Considering smooth gait
switching and frequency modifying for the swing phase and
the stance phase independently, we utilize the CPG model
based on Hopf oscillators [18]. The equations of CPG model
are shown as follows:

ẋ = α(µi− r2
i )xi−ωiyi +Σ j 6=iKx

i j(cos(θi j)x j− sin(θi j)y j)
(1)

ẏ = α(µi− r2
i )yi +ωixi +Σ j 6=iK

y
i j(sin(θi j)x j + cos(θi j)y j)

(2)

ri =
√

x2
i + y2

i (3)

ωi =
ωistance

e−byi +1
+

ωiswing

ebyi +1
(4)

where xi and yi (when yi < 0) are the ith oscillator outputs.
xi is the hip joint trajectory of ith leg and yi is the knee joint
trajectory of ith leg.

√
µi is the oscillation amplitude when

µi > 0, for µi < 0, the output signal amplitudes are equal
to zero. The oscillator frequency is ω , which is determined
by ωstance and ωswing controlling frequencies of the stance
phase and the swing phase respectively, and α adjusts
the convergence speed. b is responsible for controlling the
switching rate between the two phases. The oscillation period
is T = π

ωswing
+ π

ωstance
. The last terms of (1) and (2) are the

coupling terms to connect oscillators in proper coupled phase
relationship. By adjusting the coupling terms, gait pattern
can be modified. Kx/y

i j are the coupling coefficient, which
influences the convergence rate to a stable solution. θi j is
the relative phase difference between the oscillation i and
the oscillation j, controlling the periodic stepping sequence.
The specific value of θi j for gait pattern, such as trot, pace,
bound and walk, can be found in [16].

Although the oscillation amplitude can be intuitively mod-
ulate by setting the value of µi, the output signal amplitudes
are changed by coupling term when amplitude of other

oscillators are different. This phenomenon is undesirable to
achieve accurate planned foothold. Therefore, we just utilize
the CPG model to generate normalized output signals that
the output amplitudes of all oscillators are equal to one. The
real motion trajectories to achieve foothold are output in the
next sub-module.

B. Motion Amplitude Adjustment

The output oscillation amplitude decides the positions of
foothold. To avoid generating inaccurate oscillation ampli-
tudes caused by the coupling term, motion trajectories are
generated by multiple motion amplitudes with normalized
output signals. Moreover, in the first sub-module, the oscil-
lation amplitudes of positive part and negative part are the
same. The amplitude can be easily calculated by inverse kine-
matics. Herein, we define the same oscillation amplitudes
of negative part and positive part as the normal oscillation
state for convenience. However, calculating amplitudes of
each oscillator in the norm state is not able to achieve stable
locomotion, since different relative hip displacements cause
undesirable stress that would lead the robot to bump and veer.
Although the trunk orientation can be adjusted by controller
or other methods, the trunk veering must be avoid, since huge
foot contact forces caused by stress are harmful to robot.

To alleviate huge stress, the relative hip displacements of
four legs should be same, for the trunk of the robot is a rigid
body. Step length of each foot is possible to be different with
each relative hip displacement. Thus, It is necessary that the
oscillation amplitudes of positive and negative part are set
separately. The equation of amplitude can be formulated as:

k
θi =

kθ
+
i

e−αxi +1
+

kθ
−
i

eαxi +1
(5)

where kθi is the ith oscillation amplitude in the kth period.
The definition of nth period is shown in Fig. 2. kθ

+/−
i are

respectively the oscillation amplitudes of the positive and
negative part of the ith oscillator. α is a constant parameter to
control the switching rate between the positive and negative
oscillation amplitudes.

The foot moving distance of ith leg in the kth period is
shown in Fig. 2. In order to achieve stable locomotion, the
relative hip displacement of each leg should be equal to the
value setting in the locomotion planning. When the value of
the ith hip joint angle is equal to zero, the responding leg is
vertical to the robot’s trunk. The height difference between
Anterior Extreme Position (AEP) and Posterior Extreme
Position (PEP) can be omitted, because the max value of the
kθi is 0.4rad and the leg length is 0.75m. The responding
equations can be simplified as:

kH = Lsink−1
θ
+
i +Lsink

θ
−
i −

k−1 ui (6)

kSi = Lsink
θ
−
i +Lsink

θ
+
i (7)

where L is the leg length, kH is the relative hip displacement
in the kth time, kSi is the foot moving distance of ith leg
in the kth time. k−1ui is a compensation term that will be
mentioned later, kθ

−/+
i can be respectively got by (6) and
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Fig. 2. The hip trajectory in the nth period (left) and relative locomotion
distance (right). kθ

+/−
i are respectively the amplitude of the positive part

and the negative part of the ith oscillator in the kth period. The black dotted
line is the relative hip displacement H during the stance phase.The black
dashed line on the right picture donates the foot moving distance kSi during
the swing phase.

(7). If the value of kH, given by the gait planning algorithm,
is smaller than the k−1θ

+
i , then the value of kH is reassigned

the value of max(k−1θ
+
i ). If k−1θ

+
i for all i are equal to zero,

the value of kH is reassigned to half the given value, since
the robot is switching from stop state to move state. If the
value of kSi is smaller than the kθ

−
i , then the value of kθ

+
i is

set to zero, and the output signals of hip joints are modified
by the equation:

X̄i =
Xi

e−a(Xi+kui)+1
−

kui

ea(Xi+kui)+1
(8)

where kui =
k θ
−
i −k Si, Xi and X̄i are respectively the original

and modified output signals of hips, the constant a control
the transition rate from Xi to kui. In addition, the value of
kui is equal to 0 and modified equation is not used when the
value of kSi is greater than or equal to the value of kθ

−
i .

C. Inverse Dynamics and PD controller

In order to control the robot’s joints to implement given
joint trajectories, we apply PD controller and an inverse
dynamics control strategy based on floating-base rigid body
system. The inverse dynamics model is proposed with two
different submodules: the submodules in the swing phase
and the stance phase. In the stance phase, the serial robot
affixes its base frame to the shank and iterates the rigid
body dynamics algorithms from the knee joint to the body. In
the swing phase,the dynamics algorithm is propagated from
the hip joint to the shank, whose computing direction is the
the opposite direction of which the serial robot is in the
stance phase. The computational load is greatly reduced by
eliminating the virtual joint with 6 DOFs, which are usual
in the rigid body system with a floating base. A thorough
description of the inverse dynamics and PD controller is
given in [17].

Considering that each leg is composed of two pitch
joints, the search area is one dimension along Y axis that
from anterior direction and posterior direction. Each foot

coordinate system in each step is carried out in the plan-
ning algorithm and the search areas are determined by the
previous coordinate.

Locomotion speed shows the efficiency of locomotion. The
moving speed could not increase by simply adjusting the
rotation speed of joint motors due to the motors always work
at full capacity for big quadruped robot, especially those
robots carried heavy loads. In our locomotion planning algo-
rithm, we adopt gait pattern transition according to the terrain
map. Through gaits pattern transition, not only increasing the
locomotion speed, but also minimize the energy assumption.
Obviously, the trot pattern is adopted when the searching
area has no planar obstacles and the robot posture is suitable.
However, the selection method is not effective, since the walk
gait pattern would be selected when the obstacles exist but
not impede locomotion using trot gait. Therefore, we select
gait pattern by directly searching available area instead of
judging the road condition. When available area contains the
footholds for trot and the robot posture are suitable for trot,
the robot adopts trot gait pattern. Otherwise, locomotion in
walk gait is aimed for adjusting posture to prepare trot in next
period, or for striding over planar obstacles with keeping the
foot step length of each leg as same as possible.

III. GAIT PLANNING ALGORITHM

To navigate quadruped robots over the land with planar
obstacles, the gait planning algorithm is a necessary part to
guarantee the safety traverse. The design of gait planning
should be taken into account comprehensively including
three aspects: achievability, stability and locomotion speed.
The basic requirement of locomotion planning is to plan a
sequence set of footholds that the robot could successfully
traverse. Another critical element for a excellent planning
algorithm is stable walking without falling over or severe
foot slippage. Additionally, the locomotion speed shows the
efficiency of locomotion that should as fast as possible.

The gait planning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm is aimed at negotiating unstructured area
with planar obstacles. The available areas are computed for
searching optimal footholds. kNi is the foot step distance
that uses for posture adjustment. The value of k−1Ni is
nonnegative by setting kR = max(k−1Li) to avoid blind area
that out of the step searching area. kMi is the square of the
minimum distance between the optimal value to the value in
available area. In other words, the closet value to the optimal
value is the foothold. When all kMi and kNi are zero, the robot
posture and available area are suitable for trot. Hence, the
trot gait is selected with each step equaling to the fixed foot
step length. When all kMi are zero, and kNi has non zero
value, then the robot posture are adjustment by adjusting the
total foot length to be same, it also implies the next step will
be trot pattern. Otherwise, walk gait is chosen for striding
the forbidden area. Footholds are selected according to the
closest position to fixed foot step length in available area. If
multiple solution exists, choosing the value smaller than the
maximum foot step length. If the foot step length is bigger
than the maximum foot step length that means the length of
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Algorithm 1: Gait Planning

Input: 0Li, A, Amax, grid terrain map.
Output: S, H, gait.

1 0Li ← initial foot position in ith foot coordinate system
2 A ← referenced foot movement step length
3 Amax ← maximum foot movement step length
4 for k = 1, ...,n do
5 for i = RF,LH,RH,LF do
6 Define kDi,

k Bi,y
7 iDk: Searching area of ith leg in kth step
8 iBk: Forbidden area of ith leg in kth step
9 kyi: Available area of ith leg in kth step

10 kDi = [k−1Li,
k−1 Li +1.2Amax]

11 kBi = [Bi11,Bi12]∪ ...∪ [Bi j1,Bi j2]

12 kyi =
k Di∩ kBi

13 kNi =
k−1 R−k−1 Li

14 kMi = min((kyi−A−k Ni)
2)

15 for i = RF,LH,RH,LF do
16 if (kMi == 0) && (kNi == 0) then
17 select trot gait
18 kSi = A

19 else if kMi == 0 then
20 select walk gait
21 kSi =

k Ni

22 else
23 select walk gait
24 Oi = (Oi1,Oi2) = argiMk
25 if ((Amax−Oi1)(Amax−Oi2)≤

0) && (min(Oi1,Oi2) 6= 0) then
26 kSi = min(Oi1,Oi2)

27 else if (Amax > Oi1) && (Amax > Oi2) then
28 kSi = max(Oi1,Oi2)

29 else
30 kSi = 1.2Amax

31 kLi =
k−1 Li +

k−1 Si
32 kR = max(k−1Li), for all i
33 kH = (kSLF +k SRF +k SLH +k SRH)/4
34 if kSi > Amax then
35 return

forbidden area is too long to stride over, then the proceeding
would end. Besides, the algorithm does not need to constrain
that the foothold cannot chose the position that has been
chosen before. If the foothold is not available that the length
of ditch is larger than the maximum foot step length, the
robot would stop by comparing the foot step length with the
maximum foot step length.

To ensure stable locomotion, we adopt the fixed foot
movement step as the referenced length with considering
both stability and velocity. Based on the locomotion gen-
erator in this paper, the stable locomotion can be realized by

setting suitable relative hip displacement of four legs instead
of considering the Center of Gravity (COG). To avoid the
unstable locomotion caused by the big difference of each
leg’s joint trajectory, relative hip displacement is set as the
average of the current steps of four legs.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We apply the gait planning approach to the quadruped
robot FROG in indoor environments with flat floor. As shown
in Fig.3, the black rubber blankets scattered on the floor are
assumed as planar obstacles. At the moment of perception
with onboard stereo vision, the visual angle is 59.4 degree.
The world coordinate system locates in the projection of
the center of body on the ground. In our experiments, the
camera’s blind area between the quadruped robot itself and
the nearest position of the perception terrain has no ditch
in there, so the blind area can be modeled as flat ground.
According a lot of experiments, the fixed foot step length
during each period is empirically set to 0.2m that the robot
not only locomotes stably but rapidly. The 3D grid terrain
in world coordinate system is shown in Fig 3. The initiate
position of each leg iL0 can be calculated with the initial joint

Fig. 3. Sample of the left image by on-board camera while walking (left)
and the 3D grid terrain in world coordinate system (right).

Fig. 4. Output signals of hip joints and keen joints. Black solid curves
stand for the trajectories of hip joints. Pink dashed curves stand for the
trajectories of knee joints.
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Fig. 5. Foot trajectories along vertical line while crossing over the
perception terrain. Blue solid curve and red dashed curve stand for RF foot
trajectory and LH foot trajectory, and pink dotted curve and gary dashdotted
curve donates LF foot trajectory and RH foot trajectory.

angles. The much more detailed method about the terrain
modeling method can be found in [15].

Joints and Foot trajectories in vertical direction while ne-
gotiating over the sample terrain are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.
5. To display the foot trajectories intuitively, the positions are
computed in the coordinate systems fixed at hip joints. The
moving sequence of walk gait is RF → LH → RH → LF ,
the moving sequence of trot gait is RFLH → RHLF . The
selection of trot gait and walk gait is based on whether
available area contains the footholds for trot and the robot
posture is suitable for trot. The first walk is adopted because
the available area of LF and RF are not contains footholds
suitable for trot. According to the result of keeping the foot
step length of each leg as same as possible, the selected
foothold is near to the each boundary of planar obstacles. In
addition, the second walk is used for posture adjustment to
prepare trot in the next step.

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding snapshots of locomotion
with stereo vision in ground plane clattered with planar
obstacles. The first two sub-pictures display the trotting
on flat ground areas before striding planar obstacles. Sub-
picture 3, 4 denote crossing the planar obstacles in walk
gait corresponding to the first walk gait, and the left legs
are respectively locates on the boundary of planar obstacles.
Sub-picture 5, 6 present the trot gait between the second
walk period and the third walk period. Specially, we can find
the foot location of front two legs and hind two legs along
vertical line are same Sub-picture 7 shows LH is striding a
ditch. In the last sub-picture presents trotting after posture
adjustment.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents a gait planning approach of crossing

planar obstacles for a quadruped robot. In order to achieve
accurate rhythmic motion generator, we choose the CPG
model based on coupled Hopf oscillators to generate nor-
malized output signals to generate rhythmic motion, the
joint trajectories are generated by the motion amplitude

Fig. 6. Snapshots of crossing scattered planar obstacles in indoor
environments.Subpicture 1,2,5,6 show trotting before crossing; subpicture
3,4 denote that front legs cross the obstacles of in walk pattern; subpicture
7 shows LH is striding a obstacles; and the last one is in trot pattern.

adjustment. The negative amplitude and positive amplitude
can be separately modulated for achieve arbitrary foot step
length. Gait planning algorithm is used for programming the
footholds for efficient and stable locomotion. To improve
the locomotion speed, we adopt the strategy of gait pattern
transition. Gait patterns are selected according to robot
posture and available area contains the footholds for trot and
the robot posture are suitable.

Our system was applied in the real quadruped robot FROG
in indoor environments, and the results demonstrated the
validity and feasibility of our methods.

For the rhythmic motion generator, the motion amplitude
adjustment will be aimed at adding in the CPG model with
alleviating coupling influence. Furthermore, the CPG model
will be modified to realize deformation according to the force
feedback. In addition, to realize the autonomous locomotion
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on complex terrain, the locomotion planning algorithm will
be modified.
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